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Please read every day.  
Use Maths shed and Spelling shed logins to complete challenges and practise times tables.  
Use purple mash to programme different codes.  
English  
Underline the noun phrases in 
the sentences- 

• Their faces were 
completely hidden in 
black helmets with 
visors in the shape of a 
raven’s curved beak. 

• She took off her helmet, 
and Gunnar gasped as 
her coldly beautiful face 
was revealed. 

• Her long black hair had 
the glossy sheen of a 
raven’s wing and her 
eyes were like two dark 
pools. 

English  
Improve these sentences, by 
adding figurative language to 
make them more interesting. 
 
The boy felt heartbroken as he 
watched his father fall to the 
ground. 
 
The roof of the Longhouse 
burned as the flames took 
over.  
 
Gunnar’s Mother was angry 
when Gunnar was held 
hostage.  

English  
What could happen next? 
Write the next chapter of the 
book ‘Viking Boy’… 
 
‘Something was coming in a 
blaze of light and great 
beating of wings’… 

History  
Research the Vikings. 
Create a fact file about the 
Vikings. Think about –  

• Transport. 
• Food and drink. 
• Clothing.  
• How did they invade 

other countries?  
• Which counties did they 

invade?  
• Which dates in time 

were the Vikings 
around? 

• Weapons.  
• Culture.  

Maths  
Round these numbers to the 
nearest 10, 100 and 1000. 

• 783 
• 653 
• 1829 
• 3823 
• 9309 
• 9563 
• 13, 273 

Maths  
Arithmetic practise- 

1) 283 – 384 =  
2) 938 + …… = 2839 
3) 732 ÷ 3 =  
4) 98 x 4 =  
5) ½ of 176 =  
6) ¼ of 96 =  
7) 7839 + 100 =  
8) 2837 + 1000 =  

Science 
Create a timeline of human 
development.  
Write some sentences to 
describe what happens at 
each stage.  
E.g babies, toddlers… 
 

Music  
Listen to ‘Living on a prayer’ – 
note down which instruments 
you can hear.  
Can you find the beat? 
Can you find the pulse?  
What do you like/dislike about 
the song?  
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Mindfulness 
Take some time to relax. Draw 
a picture or write about your 
day.  

PE 
Create your own workout. Ask 
someone in your household to 
try it out with you.  

Computing 
Create a poster about being 
safe Online.  

Art 
Design your own Viking 
sculpture. Think about 
weapons and clothing.  

 


